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About This Game

0.6 is now available! New Grav-gun, updated visuals, enemies & gameplay! (0.6 currently contains the tutorial and level
1)

0.5 containing all 5 levels is available in the Beta branch which can be accessed by right clicking on Cyberdrifter in
your Steam library, clicking on properties, then click Beta tab and then selecting beta build1

---

Join the Cyberdrifter team, a specialised force tasked with infiltrating systems virtually and terminating all rogue A.I. in
Cyberspace!

Step into the role of a military-trained computer specialist and prepare to do battle with an army of corrupted A.I. in this intense
futuristic sci-fi shooter.

Key features:

Movement type: Smooth Locomotion
Adjustable movement options: Movement speed, smooth rotation, snap rotation or 360 room scale.

Comfort Vignette (0.6 build)
Choice of forward movement from Controller or head direction

Control types: Hold trigger & point controller in desired direction or traditional thumbstick control (Oculus Touch) and
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trackpad control (HTC vive)
Left or Right hand option

Battle through 5 intense action packed levels and 4 boss battles! (0.5 Build)
Master using your gun, bullet deflecting shield and shield disruptor to combat the rogue A.I.
New "Grav Beam" now available - "Grav-pull" enemies & utilise their firepower! (0.6 build)

Compete with players for a position on the global leaderboard!

Music composed by: Nicole Marie T, Nathan Boler, Bensound, teknoaxe
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Title: Cyberdrifter
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
UziGames
Publisher:
UziGames
Release Date: 9 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 Bit

Processor: i5 or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 970 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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cyber profit ltd. cyberdrifter vr. cyberdrifter

love this game make more levels pretty cool ... It's pretty good.
No teleporting. This seems to be a hard feature to find actually.
It feels like an indie game, but its cheap and not just a 5min tech demo, dead multiplayer arena, or empty open world.

I wish the shield was a bit bigger.
The enemies are mostly hovering spheres, triangles, etc which is somewhat less interesting than in other games.
Soundtrack is fitting.

. I just bought this game yesterday and really liked it. I play it today and the gun is in my left hand, yet it appears to be a right
hand. Unplayable now. I'm using Samsung Odyssey, so, unlike the vive I can't simply switch controllers. Help please. I don't
want to have to return this game. Thanks.. Great game! Looks perfect..Plays perfect! 9\/10 for this game so far..This is a game I
hope has at least 10 levels when finished and as soon as they can make 10 more levels I will spend another 10$....and keep on
doing that for as long they keep making levels lol...This game brings the VR dreams of the 90s to life!. This game is a helluva
lot of fun. This is exactly why I got VR. Inventive games like this. This is not just another shooter in VR. This game is fast-
paced, strategic, and twitchy in all the right ways. The movement system this game has is absolutely amazing. This game makes
you feel like you are in the game.

There's many different enemy types, including bosses, and each room or hallway has areas you want to avoid going through or
that you want to move out of there hella fast. You defiinitely have to master the art of moving quickly whilst aiming on target
with enemies in front and above you. And they might even be behind you. Game looks and plays great.

One of the most fun VR shooters I have ever played. This is a must buy. A real steal for only $9.99 or on sale $7.99.

Rating 9\/10, would love to see more weapons, more levels, more enemies, just more of this game!. I enjoyed the movement
mode and also being able to duck in and out of cover using room scale movement. It was fun battling the droids, though they felt
a bit the same and the gun wasn't great, feeling more like a pea-shooter. The graphical style was good for the city and I enjoyed
walking through it, though it's very linear at this stage.

Anyway, it's fun and fast moving but short and bare boned. Hopefully that will change a lot with time.. Great game! Looks
perfect..Plays perfect! 9\/10 for this game so far..This is a game I hope has at least 10 levels when finished and as soon as they
can make 10 more levels I will spend another 10$....and keep on doing that for as long they keep making levels lol...This game
brings the VR dreams of the 90s to life!
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I had so much fun with this stunning game! Please don't stop developing!

PROS
- impressive world\/environment (especially if you like Tron aesthetics) !
- music is perfect !
- love the free motion control with the trigger (i\/o thumbpad) !!
- love the look of the gun
- wonderful dimensional gameplay!

CONS (it's early access so there's room for improvement)
some ideas to improve:
- lasers from the player's gun are a bit disappointing, could be better I think
- sound effects could be better maybe
- explosions could be improved I think

Looking forward to future updates!!

I absolutely recommend this game to everyone who likes FPS and games like 'Dimensional'!. Wow.. I really like this game. At
first, I wasn't sure about it since I don't like the default control scheme but once I changed it to a config that I like (basically how
most FPS controls normally are), I liked it a lot. Very impressive game from the few levels I've seen. I would absolutely LOVE
LOVE LOVE to see more content to ADD to this in the future. I'm perfectly fine with supporting paid DLC. This brings me
back to the Atari days when I was a kid. I have over 130 VR games between Oculus, Vive and Oculus Go and this is right up
there with the top experiences\/games I've played. Perhaps maybe using another method for the shield disruptor? It's not easy in
the heat of battle, to line it up. Aside from that, no issues. Played on Oculus with zero problems.

This game SCREAMS Tron! Trust me, that's a good thing. Paid $5.00 and its worth the full $10 even if it wasn't on sale IMO.
Great Job Dev(s). A+. Wow.. I really like this game. At first, I wasn't sure about it since I don't like the default control scheme
but once I changed it to a config that I like (basically how most FPS controls normally are), I liked it a lot. Very impressive
game from the few levels I've seen. I would absolutely LOVE LOVE LOVE to see more content to ADD to this in the future.
I'm perfectly fine with supporting paid DLC. This brings me back to the Atari days when I was a kid. I have over 130 VR games
between Oculus, Vive and Oculus Go and this is right up there with the top experiences\/games I've played. Perhaps maybe
using another method for the shield disruptor? It's not easy in the heat of battle, to line it up. Aside from that, no issues. Played
on Oculus with zero problems.

This game SCREAMS Tron! Trust me, that's a good thing. Paid $5.00 and its worth the full $10 even if it wasn't on sale IMO.
Great Job Dev(s). A+. Love the neon look to the game and the blood pumping music at the electricity ball, more of that please!
Moving and dodging around is easy to get to grips with and makes a nice change to standing on the spot.
Looking forward to more levels and music being added with different enemies to blast.. This game is a helluva lot of fun. This is
exactly why I got VR. Inventive games like this. This is not just another shooter in VR. This game is fast-paced, strategic, and
twitchy in all the right ways. The movement system this game has is absolutely amazing. This game makes you feel like you are
in the game.

There's many different enemy types, including bosses, and each room or hallway has areas you want to avoid going through or
that you want to move out of there hella fast. You defiinitely have to master the art of moving quickly whilst aiming on target
with enemies in front and above you. And they might even be behind you. Game looks and plays great.

One of the most fun VR shooters I have ever played. This is a must buy. A real steal for only $9.99 or on sale $7.99.

Rating 9\/10, would love to see more weapons, more levels, more enemies, just more of this game!. I had so much fun with this
stunning game! Please don't stop developing!

PROS
- impressive world\/environment (especially if you like Tron aesthetics) !
- music is perfect !
- love the free motion control with the trigger (i\/o thumbpad) !!
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- love the look of the gun
- wonderful dimensional gameplay!

CONS (it's early access so there's room for improvement)
some ideas to improve:
- lasers from the player's gun are a bit disappointing, could be better I think
- sound effects could be better maybe
- explosions could be improved I think

Looking forward to future updates!!

I absolutely recommend this game to everyone who likes FPS and games like 'Dimensional'!. I enjoyed the movement mode and
also being able to duck in and out of cover using room scale movement. It was fun battling the droids, though they felt a bit the
same and the gun wasn't great, feeling more like a pea-shooter. The graphical style was good for the city and I enjoyed walking
through it, though it's very linear at this stage.

Anyway, it's fun and fast moving but short and bare boned. Hopefully that will change a lot with time.. Love the neon look to
the game and the blood pumping music at the electricity ball, more of that please!
Moving and dodging around is easy to get to grips with and makes a nice change to standing on the spot.
Looking forward to more levels and music being added with different enemies to blast.

Version 1.14.1 is out:

Campaigns. Version 1.14.4 is out:

Security Fixes. Version 1.14.6 is out:

AI. Version 1.14.2 is out:

Campaigns. Version 1.14.3 is out:

AI
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